
MARCH:
Monday, March 28, 2022 Radio Show

20220328 – 1 The Slap

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… Will Smith slapped Chris Rock on stage last night at the Academy 
Awards. His motivation was a tepid joke Rock told about Smith’s wife. But there was more behind it. Carl 
explains… What is black privilege? 

20220328 – 2 Rock, um… Sock’em

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… Carl talks to James Carafano, Senior fellow and foreign policy 
analyst at the Heritage Foundation. The topic is the Ukraine Russia war.  Callers weigh in on the slap 
heard round the world.

20220328 – 3 Oscar’s Thwack

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… the Oscar night smack continues to dominate the phonelines.  Carl 
is joined by Marissa Streit, CEO of Prager U.

Tuesday, March 29, 2022 Radio Show

20220329 – 1 Grand Theft America

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… Have you ever been robbed?  Carl tells a story of how he was 
robbed at gun point.  Inflation is robbery.  You ARE being robbed.  Callers weigh in.

20220329 – 2 Econ 101

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… and continues his heated discussion with a caller.  Carl makes the 
moral case against a federal minimum wage.  Callers weigh in.

20220329 – 3 Gaffer in Chief

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… Is President Biden a national security threat?  Ted Cruz says Biden’s 
either wrong when he says we’re training Ukrainian troops or he revealed classified information.  The 
housing market is out of control… the Left is destroying the country! Callers weigh in.

Wednesday, March 30, 2022 Radio Show

20220330 – 1 Wedding Bells

Dennis reflects on the wedding of his son, Aaron, this past weekend… Disney, once the home of 
wholesome content has become of the home of toxic content. They make no apologies about spreading 
the gospel of LGBTQIA to small children… The Disney Parks will no longer refer to men and women as 
ladies and gentlemen. It’s now friends and dreamers… Dennis talks to PragerForce member, Jocelyn 
Moon, in Thailand. 

20220330 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Love and Marriage



Dennis reflects on the idea and institution of marriage and making a commitment to another person of 
the opposite sex. 

20220330 – 3 No Trade-Offs

The Greens want a world powered by “renewable energy” but they have no idea what price we would 
have to pay to get it. This makes it a childish movement. Children don’t ask what something costs… 
Ukraine may be corrupt, but so, thanks to the Left, is the United States. Our major institutions have all 
been corrupted — education, media, even medicine. The lies from these institutions are non-stop.

Thursday, March 31, 2022 Radio Show

20220331 – 1 Slap

Will Smith embarrassed himself and Hollywood on Sunday night when he slapped Chris Rock. That’s not 
easy to do because Hollywood has already become a cultural joke… Did Chris Rock even know that 
Smith’s wife had a condition that induced baldness? Dennis talks to Mark Mills, senior fellow at the 
Manhattan Institute. He presents the new PragerU video, “How Much Energy Will the World Need?”

20220331 – 2 Operatic

The Detroit Opera is adding a happy ending to the tragic opera La Boheme. The motive is to make 
people feel better in the post-Covid era. Come again?... A medical student misuses a patient because 
doesn’t acknowledge her preferred pronoun… Dennis talks to Christine Yeargin (PragerU Kids). Mom in 
Colorado. 

20220331 – 3 Wanting to Be Free

Dennis has been in Florida the entire week. He comments about how much freer he feels in the orange 
juice state than he does in his home state of California… How does a medical student who abuses a 
patient because the patient doesn’t acknowledge her preferred pronoun not get dismissed from her 
med school? She violated every oath a physician is supposed to take.

APRIL:
Friday, April 1, 2022 Radio Show

20220401 – 1 The “Wokest” Place on Earth

Bob Frantz sits in for Dennis… Disney needs to deal in reality… not fantasy.  The “Disneycrats” are 
supporting the Parental-Rights Bill in Florida… no more boys and girls, no more ladies and gentlemen… 
just “dreamers of all ages,” and have pledged to add more LGBTQIA characters.  Are you going to spend 
your hard-earned money on Disney products? Callers weigh in.

20220401 – 2 Too Cool for School

Bob Frantz sits in for Dennis… Peter Kirsanow, joins Bob to discuss C.R.T. and LGBTQIA curriculum in 
classrooms.  Callers weigh in.



20220401 – 3 Teaching Feeling

Bob Frantz sits in for Dennis… what ever happened to reading, writing and arithmetic?  Some teachers 
are distraught and complaining about not being able to relate who they are to their students.  Teachers 
should be teachers not buddies.  Callers weigh in.

Monday, April 4, 2022

20220404 – 1 DeSantis

Dennis had a dialogue with Florida governor Rick DeSantis and came away impressed… Six people were 
killed in Sacramento over the weekend. Democrats blame guns. They always blame guns… Dennis talks 
to Kenny Xu, President of Color Us United, an organization dedicated to fighting corporate wokeness.

20220404 – 2 Racing 

Female cyclists in the UK threaten to boycott their race if a man pretending to be a woman races against 
them. If the female athletes refuse to compete against transgenders this issue would be settled in five 
minutes. All it will take is courage… The head of Chicago’s film office was badly beaten during a 
carjacking. The mayor says young people who are stealing cars just need love… 

20220404 – 3 Russia

Dennis talks to George Friedman, founder and president of Geopolitical Futures, a private intelligence 
company that provides analysis for individuals and corporations.

Tuesday, April 5, 2022 Radio Show

20220405 – 1 Musk to Rescue

Will Elon Musk save Twitter? And free speech? It’s not inconceivable. He has just become Twitter’s 
largest shareholder… An MIT professor runs into the #MeToo buzz saw... 

20220405 – 2 Be Careful

Dennis talks to Niall Ferguson, Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University and a 
Bloomberg Opinion columnist. The topic is the Russia Ukraine war. 

20220405 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Best Friend

Americans are crazy for their pets. According to recent study, many consider their pet their best friend. 
Is this healthy? Dennis has thoughts. So do callers.

Wednesday, April 6, 2022 Radio Show

20220406 – 1 Mariupol

The city of Mariupol, Ukraine has no heat, electricity, or water. The Russians, according to British 
sources, will not allow the Red Cross to provide humanitarian relief. The Russians are behaving like the 
Germans did 80 years ago in Stalingrad and Leningrad.

20220406 – 2 Drop Dead Date



How long should you wait in a relationship before getting married? Dennis shares his suggested drop 
dead date. Callers weigh in. 

20220406 – 3 Mamet

Dennis talks to Pulitizer prize-winning playwright, screenwriter and essayist, David Mamet. His new book 
is Recessional: The Death of Free Speech and the Cost of a Free Lunch.

Thursday, April 7, 2022 Radio Show

20220407 – 1 A Bridge Too Far

The South Carolina House of Representatives passed the 'Save Women's Sports Bill' 82-28 on Tuesday 
that would ban biological males from competing in women's sports and will require trans-athletes to 
enter events as the gender on their birth certificate.
Kenosha County WI goes red after the destructive BLM riots and elected a Republican for first time in 
decades.  Dennis speaks with Amber Athey, The Spectator, and until very recently a talk show host on 
WMAL… Athey’s tweet read: “Kamala looks like a UPS employee — what can brown do for you? Nothing 
good, apparently...” for this she was fired. Cumulus Media is as woke as Disney.

20220407 – 2 Birthing Persons

HHS Secretary Xavier Becerra refused to give a direct answer to whether “men can get pregnant” during 
a Wednesday hearing.  Rep. Lauren Boebert (R-CO) asked Becerra to define the term “man,” to which 
the secretary replied she was “looking at one.” 
Hillary Clinton said on her podcast that the average American “should go around saying gay all the 
time.”  Do you think kindergarten through 3rd graders should be discussing sexuality?  Dennis is joined by 
Corey DeAngelis, National Director of Research, American Federation for Children. He presents the 
newest PragerU video, Fund the Children, Not the Schools.

20220407 – Fasting from Whiteness

First United Church of Oak Park in suburban Chicago has told parishioners it will abstain from 
performing any music that is associated with White people during the season of Lent.  The man arrested 
in connection to the Sacramento shooting was released early from prison despite DA opposition.  Dennis 
explains his position on gay marriage to a new listener.

Friday, April 8, 2022 Radio Show

20220408 – 1 Expert Advice

Experts tend to be obsessed with their area of expertise, but this often blinds them to common sense 
solutions… The mayor of New York goes to a Broadway show maskless, but five-year-olds must wear 
masks in school… 



20220408 – 2 Happiness Hour: Are You Happier?

What have you done to make yourself happier today than you were yesterday?

20220408 – 3 Open Lines

Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issues raised include:  My son is a Trump supporter and I had to cut off 
communication with him; Jewish law says it is a sin to support homosexuality; How do you rationalize 
the difference boycotting Disney, American Express as opposed to the Black Banner movement in Israel; 
I left this job to homeschool his kids.

Monday, April 11, 2022 Radio Show

20220411 – 1 Gender Lessons

Why are we teaching kindergarteners about sexual matters? Doesn’t this bother Democrats? Do you 
have to be a Republican to be appalled?... Dennis talks to Julie Kelly, columnist for American 
Greatness.  The topic is the phony Whitmer Assassination plot which blew up in the government’s face 
last week. 

20220411 – 2 God’s Design

Is everything by God’s design? Good religious people come down on both sides of this theological issue… 
Dennis talks to Heather Mac Donald, senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute and contributing editor to 
City Journal. The topic is the Left’s recent mangling of Beethoven.

20220411 – 3 Covid Outcomes

Those states who were more relaxed on Covid restrictions did as well as or better than states that 
cracked down hard… Dennis talks to Karol Markowicz, columnist for the NY Post. The topic is the 
sexualizing of young children by our public schools. 

Tuesday, April 12, 2022 Radio Show

20220412 – 1 Inflation

The official inflation rate is now 8.5% but feels much higher. That’s because for all practical purposes, it 
is... Random murders are becoming more common in our increasingly crime-filled cities… U. of Buffalo is 
the latest example of students hysterically screaming at a black conservative speaker… A transgender 
approaching 50 regrets her transition surgery.

20220412 – 2 Whiteness of Wokeness



Dennis talks to Wilfred Reilly, professor of political science at Kentucky State U. Topics include: who 
really wants woke policies? Not the people who they’re supposed to help. And, why are there so many 
racial hoaxes. 

20220412 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: How Feminism Has Hurt Women

Dennis lists the ways in which feminism has worked against feminine nature. Callers have thoughts.  

Wednesday, April 13, 2022 Radio Show

20220413 – 1 Brooklyn Subway Terrorist

The police have now named a suspect in the Brooklyn Subway attack. The suspect is a very angry black 
man. Can you imagine what a national hysteria this would be if he were white and said he hated black 
people? It’s amazing no one was killed… Dennis talks to Elaine Parker, President of the Job Creators 
Network Foundation.

20220413 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Your Marriage and Covid

How have the last two years affected your marriage? Callers have stories. 

20220413 – 3 Colonial Math

An English university wants to “decolonize” math because all white interpretations of the subject are 
racist. Apparently, all math interpretations should be valid… Georgetown U. has slapped a mask 
mandate back on students. When some students revolted, one of the professors told protestors to go “f-
-- themselves.” Sounds right. 

Thursday, April 14, 2022 Radio Show

20220414 – 1 Indoctrination & Money

Life has rarely been easy for humanity; you must fight… or be depressed.  Under decades of Democrat 
leadership, crime has made a comeback in our metropolitan areas, Dennis explains why.  What would 
help lessen crime in America… fewer guns or more fathers?  Democrats maintain their power through 
two means: promising money, and demonizing Republicans.  At what number of murders in our major 
cities, would people stop voting for Democrats?

20220414 – 2 California Wipe Out

Dennis talks with Joel Kotkin, Presidential Fellow in Urban Futures at Chapman University, his new 
article in Real Clear Politics is California's Vanished Dream, by the Numbers.  The Lefts only solution to 
poverty… is more welfare.  After decades under Democrat leadership, the damage is done… the mass 
exodus from the golden state is unprecedented.  What can be done?  The highly touted streaming 
service CNN+, has cratered since its launch… Dennis’ weekly Fireside Chat has more viewers.

20220414 – 3 A Woke Dystopia



Dennis is joined by Dave Rubin, host of the popular Rubin Report podcast on BlazeTV. His newest book is 
Don’t Burn This Country.  When Dennis said on Real Time with Bill Maher in late 2019 that the Left 
believes that men can menstruate, he was mocked.  This clip has now resurfaced as prophetic.  They 
discuss Dave’s move from California to Florida.  The Left survives on lies like conservatives are racist, 
antisemitic, and homophobic… but Dennis notes that many of the leading voices on the Right are black, 
Jewish, and gay.

Friday, April 15, 2022 Radio Show

20220415 – 1 Immoral Majority?                                                                              

Dennis talks to Ben Howe, writer and podcaster. His new book is The Immoral Majority: Why 
Evangelicals Chose Political Power over Christian Values. A Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast 
August 19, 2019.

20220415 – 2 Happiness Hour: Authenticity

Dennis implores people to act happy even if they "don’t feel it.” Is this “inauthentic”?. A Best of Prager 
Hour. Originally broadcast October 30, 2009.

20220415 – 3 Open Lines

Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issues raised include: why didn’t God want Adam and Eve to know 
good and evil; can a marriage survive the loss of a child; Dennis interviews his grandson, Daniel, DP3. A 
Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast November 8, 2019.      

Monday, April 18, 2022 Radio Show

20220418 – 1 Built-In

Is a love of freedom built in to human nature? Or is it more natural to prefer security, even if it means 
that we lose our freedom? We want to believe that it’s built in, but history tells us that security may be 
the winner. That makes the American Revolution all the more extraordinary… and fragile… The Left is 
going crazy over the idea that Elon Musk might buy Twitter and return free speech to the platform.

20220418 – 2 Theft as Class Warfare

According to the LA Times, income inequality motivates people to steal. So, if a thug breaks into your 
home and steals your property, they’re just righting a social wrong… Free speech is the mortal enemy of 
the Left…

20220418 – 3 Disney Unwoking

Disney flew its wokeness flag high two weeks ago. Now they’re suddenly, it’s quiet. But will its change its 
corporate policy?... Putin threatens the US if we continue to arm the Ukraine. We should call his bluff… 
Almost no one is born transgender. You are born a boy or a girl.  

Tuesday, April 19, 2022 Radio Show

20220419 – 1 Free at Mask



Ding dong, the mask is dead! A federal judge in Florida, a Trump appointee, has ruled the CDC has no 
business telling people they have to wear masks on planes or trains… Passengers and flight attendants 
celebrate the ruling — in some cases in mid-flight. 

20220419 – 2 Free at Mask, Part 2

Many on the Left, as represented by people like NY Times columnist Paul Krugman, are very unhappy 
that the masks are coming off… The battle for Twitter rages. The Left has once again been exposed. They 
are terrified that Elon Musk might reinstate free speech to the platform. The Left wants “more content 
moderation not less.”

20220419 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Instant Karma

A car-jacker steals a car from a grandmother. The car-jacker then crashed her car and died. She’s sorry 
he died. Dennis isn’t. Whose reaction is more moral? Callers weigh in.

Wednesday, April 20, 2022 Radio Show

20220420 – 1 Failure

The ability to fail is the essence of freedom. It’s also part of growing up. These ideas are an anathema to 
the Left… A Washington Post reporter reveals the identity of the person behind “The Libs of TikTok,” a 
site that exposes the Left’s crazy ideas… The medical system in the US has been medically and morally 
corrupted… Why we didn’t emphasize therapeutics during Covid crisis?

20220420 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Women Less Satisfied

According to studies, women used to be more satisfied and happier than men. Now they are less. Why? 

20220420 – 3 Conservatism

Dennis talks to Matthew Continetti, editor-in-chief of the Washington Free Beacon and senior fellow at 
The American Enterprise Institute. His new book is The Right: The Hundred-Year War for American 
Conservatism.

Thursday, April 21, 2022 Radio Show

20220421 – 1 Higher Ground

Mark Davis sits in for Dennis, and begs the question: what benefit could possibly come from the 
legalization of marijuana?  Whether or not you morally approve of same sex marriage, the question that 
matters is… will the state recognize it? 

20220421 – 2 Gone Baby Gone



Mark Davis sits in for Dennis, Jen Psaki cried during a recent interview on a podcast when the topic of 
LGBTQ+ legislation being proposed and passed by the GOP came up. Callers weigh in, topics include: 
where did free speech go; Snowflake education; Lia Thomas; the CDC’s new Whole School, Whole 
Community, Whole Child; Mark’s stint in Twitter jail; CNN+ shutting down.

20220421 – 3 Is That Theft?

Mark Davis sits in for Dennis, the Florida Senate passed a bill to abolish the “Reedy Creed Improvement 
District.” This district was created to benefit the Disney corporation in 1967. Today, the Florida House of 
Representatives passed the bill and sent it to Governor Ron DeSantis for signature.  Is sharing your 
Netflix password stealing?

Friday, April 22, 2022 Radio Show

20220422 – 1 The End Is Near

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… For a 100 years people have been predicting that, thanks to climate 
change (by fire or by ice), the end is near. But we’re still here. And we will be here one hundred years 
from now. And the climate won’t be much different than it is today… Does our President know what’s 
going on within his own administration? 

20220422 – 2 Bribery

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… If you’re a student, why wouldn’t you vote for the Democrat 
candidate? They’ve all pretty much promised to pay off your college debt.

20220422 – 3 Trouble at the Border

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… A border agent drowns trying to save an illegal alien coming across 
the Rio Grande… 80K illegal aliens were released in the US last month; 2 million last year. We haven’t 
lost control of the border; we’ve given up control…  

Monday, April 25, 2022 Radio Show

20220425 – 1 I Shot the Sheriff

A Sheriff in Florida encourages his citizens to get a gun and get trained on how to use it. If an intruder 
breaks into your home, shoot him, the Sheriff advises… A local community Facebook page won’t let 
allow Dennis to promote a new speech, “Raising a Moral Child.” They say he is a “hater.”

20220425 – 2 CDC Must Decide

Anthony Fauci is distressed that the CDC doesn’t have complete power to set all standards of behavior 
regarding public health… Chicago area schools are teaching young people, starting in pre-K, to question 
their sexuality… Dennis talks to Deborah Flora, producer of the new documentary, “Whose Children Are 
They?”

20220425 – 3 Whose Pronouns Are They?



Who are the people teaching our children to question their gender?... A local Facebook page won’t allow 
Dennis to promote a Mother’s Day speech in the Los Angeles area. There reason: he’s “a hater.” 
Naturally, they give no examples… The Daily Kos expresses horror that PragerU is teaching American 
history and Judeo-Christian values to kids.

Tuesday, April 26, 2022 Radio Show

20220426 – 1 Elon’s Twitter

Elon Musk has brought Twitter and promises to make it a free speech mecca again. If he does, this will 
be one of the great days for freedom in the history of the USA. It could be the beginning of a new era of 
freedom… Musk will need a lot of strength. He has made himself the Left’s biggest target, maybe even 
bigger than DJT.   

20220426 – 2 2000 Mules

Dennis talks to Dinesh D’Souza, author, podcaster, and producer/director of “2000 Mules.” The movie 
about 2020 election fraud debuts the first week of May. 

20220426 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Free Speech

Dennis delves into the critical topic of free speech. What is it? Why is it so important? And why is it so 
central to the American experiment?

Wednesday, April 27, 2022 Radio Show

20220427 – 1 Shutting Down Liberty

The American Left is waging a war against free speech, the cornerstone of the American experiment. 
The melt down over the sale of Twitter to Elon Musk is just the latest example... Putin is making a lot of 
ominous threats. Is he making them because he thinks he’s winning or losing the Ukraine war?

20220427 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Big Mistake

What is the biggest mistake couples make in choosing a spouse? Dennis has theories. So does Dennis. 

20220427 – 3 War on the West

Dennis talks to Douglas Murray, associate editor of The Spectator. His new book is The War on the West.

Thursday, April 28, 2022 Radio Show

20220428 – 1 Disinformation Board



Dennis is delayed for a segment, so Allen makes a rare guest host appearance…We’re now going to have 
a Disinformation Governance Board. It will be headed by a Democrat partisan… To the Left, 
“disinformation” is anything they don’t like…

20220428 – 2 Inflation

Dennis talks to Steve Forbes, editor and publisher of Forbes Magazine. His new book is Inflation: What It 
Is, Why It's Bad, and How to Fix It.

20220428 – 3 No Dennis

Dennis is giving a speech on raising moral leaders in La Canada, CA. When the organizers of the speech 
tried to promote it on a community Facebook page, the community group said no. Dennis is a “hater,” 
they claimed. Did they give any examples? Of course not. 

Friday, April 29, 2022 Radio Show

20220429 – 1 Most Dangerous People

The most dangerous people in the world are fools with power. Unfortunately, there a lot of them. We 
met many during the “Covid crisis.” Anthony Fauci and LA County Health Supervisor, Barbara Ferrer, are 
two prime examples… Are Democrats vulnerable at the Texas border?... The Left had a week of freak-
outs over Elon Musk’s takeover of Twitter.

20220429 – 2 Happiness Hour: Coming Out Right

It's hard to be happy if you suppress what you really think. Yet millions of people who harbor 
conservative views do just that. As an example, another Harvard student tells her story about "coming 
out" as conservative… Dennis talks to law student and PragerForce member, Morgan Goldman. She 
describes her own “coming out” experience.

20220429 – 3 Open Lines 

Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issue raised include: do humans want to be good, but laziness gets in 
the way; did the Nazis think that God was on their side; when do you say “i’m done” with an issue. 

MAY: 
Monday, May 2, 2022 Radio Show

20220502 – 1 I Want to Be a Girl

Dennis sits next to an impressive young woman with an unimpressive brother. He only wants a job he 
loves, so he doesn’t have a job. He also wants to be a girl. He’s 25. And very bored… The Disinformation 
Governance Board is the Biden Administration’s new brainchild. Should have been KGB, not DGB.  



20220502 – 2 Ministry of Truth

Secretary of Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas tries to justify his Disinformation Governance Board 
on CNN. Unfortunately, he makes no sense which makes the DGB even more scary sounding. 

20220502 – 3 Drag Show

A high school in PA stages an afterschool drag show… Your high school student likely knows all the bad 
things white people have done — slavery, colonialism, and so on. But does your high school student 
know what good white people have done? Have they done any good?

Tuesday, May 3, 2022 Radio Show

20220503 – 1 Roe Hysteria

We go from hysteria to hysteria. Today’s hysteria is a leaked draft of an upcoming Supreme Court 
decision to reverse Roe v Wade. No official decision has been made. We are still in the world of rumor... 
Why are we juicing up our rhetoric on Ukraine? We should help them with weapons, but don’t we need 
to be careful with our rhetoric? Russia has a large collection of nukes. 

20220503 – 2 Abortion in Europe

Most people don’t know that Europe is much more restrictive re: abortion than the US… The baby is not 
a woman’s body; it’s in her body… Museums want to “re-think” their purpose. They want more 
diversity...

20220503 – 3 Ultimate Issue: Boys into Men

Dennis talks to Frank Sontag, Founder of KMG Ministries. His preoccupation is dealing with the 
masculinity crisis in the US and the world. 

Wednesday, May 4, 2022 Radio Show

20220504 – 1 Convicted

Why is the left so insistent that a woman should have the unrestricted right to kill her unborn baby at 
any time?... Dennis talks to Elaine Parker, Chief Communications for Jobs Creators Network.  JCN is 
working to preserve tax cuts for small businesses. 

20220504 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Abort, Abort

Women on the Left as well as liberal women are obsessed with the right of a pregnant to end an unborn 
baby’s life anytime she wants. Why? Dennis has theories. So do callers.

20220504 – 3 War on Cops



Cops were killed at alarming rate last year. There’s no sign that this is slowing down. Our city streets are 
becoming more chaotic every month. Demonizing police has consequences… The CDC still wants you to 
wear a mask… Dennis talks to David Bahnsen, author of There’s No Free Lunch. He presents this week’s 
PragerU video, Seven Economic Truths… Sweden and Finland may soon be joining NATO.  

Thursday, May 5, 2022 Radio Show

20220505 – 1 My body, My What?

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… VP Kamala Harris is outraged that the Supreme Court would even 
consider reversing Roe v Wade. My body, my choice. Wait didn’t you just say six months ago that your 
body is not your choice re: taking the vaccine? Take it or lose your job. Furthermore, it’s not only your 
body. There’s another body involved. It’s called a baby. 

20220505 – 2 Adoption

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… Bob tells his personal story. Bob’s biological mom, whom he never 
met, carried him to term and then put him up for adoption. The woman who adopted him was his mom. 
Why don’t we do more to promote adoption? Abortion is not the only answer to an unwanted 
pregnancy.  Bob’s life is a testament to that view. 

20220505 – 3 Kill It

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… Who is going to determine what is “disinformation”? A partisan, 
hard left Democrat? Time to kill the Disinformation Governance Board… Bob, a Cleveland guy, didn’t 
support JD Vance in the primary. But he does now. That’s just common sense… Is Elon Musk a threat to 
democracy?

Friday, May 6, 2022 Radio Show

20220506 – 1 Seal the Court

The Supreme Court is now surrounded by a large fence to prevent violence. Is this unprecedented? The 
five conservative justices now need 24/7 security. Their lives have been threatened. Protests have been 
planned in front of their homes.This is what happens when the Left doesn’t get what it wants. 

20220506 – 2 Happiness Hour: Winning Isn’t Everything

Winning is great, but if you have to win all the time, you’ll have a tough time being happy. There is 
satisfaction in participating. Dennis uses his go-kart experience in Florida to make his point. 

20220506 – 3 Open Lines

Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issues raised include: what time of day were you born; why did God 
accepted Abel's offering and not Cain’s; these BLM supporters all live in white suburbs yet tell us to live 



in peace; Are you aware of the book Sex and Culture; how do I to respond to friends who want me to 
apologize for voting for Trump?

Monday, May 9, 2022 Radio Show

20220509 – 1 Choosing Life

Mark Davis guest hosts for Dennis… There’s no national consensus on the issue of abortion. That’s all 
the more reason why it should be settled by the individual states. That would the constitutional way to 
do it… Who leaked the Alito draft and why? And will we ever find out who did it? If it was done by a 
leftist clerk, did the leak do its intended work or did it backfire?

20220509 – 2 Adoption Option

Mark Davis guest hosts for Dennis… We should not dismiss the adoption option as an alternative to 
abortion. We should encourage it. Abortion equals death. Adoption offers life… There are all kinds of 
birth control medications available now. Does anyone have any responsibility for getting pregnant or 
getting someone pregnant? Can one even discuss that issue?

20220509 – 3 Personhood

Mark Davis guest hosts for Dennis… When does someone become a human being? There are many 
different views on this, but can we all agree it happens sometime during pregnancy? Does that human 
being deserve protection?... Constitution 101. There is no right to privacy, let alone to an abortion in the 
US Constitution.

Tuesday, May 10, 2022 Radio Show

20220510 – 1 Safe, Legal and Rare

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… Safe, legal and rare used to be the mantra of the Democratic Party 
re: abortion. Now it’s anywhere, anytime, for any reason…. Why does the White House think it’s okay to 
protest outside the homes of Supreme Court justices?

20220510 – 2 Stolen

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… Dinesh D’Souza’s new movie, 2000 Mules, makes a compelling case 
that something very fishy happened during the 2020 election. Of course, the Pravda media has no 
interest looking into the evidence Dinesh has marshalled. Their only interest is denying him a platform… 

20220510 – 3 Election Integrity

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… We can’t undo the 2020 election, but we can prevent the 
widespread fraud from ever happening again… Callers express their frustration that the media and even 
conservative outlets like Fox News and Newsmax won’t deal with the evidence presented in the Dinesh 
D’Souza film, 2000 Mules. 



Wednesday, May 11, 2022 Radio Show

20220511 - 1 Covid Redux

Dennis had a mild case of Covid. He’s feeling fine and is asymptomatic. Bill Gates and Stephen Colbert 
also have it, Colbert for the second time. Gates and Colbert were double boosted… The President is 
encouraging protesters to shout and scream in front of the homes of conservative justices. The 
protestors are breaking the law. Isn’t the President supposed to enforce the law?… The leftist site, 
Politifact, has smeared Dennis once again.

20220511 - 2 Male/Female Hour: Big Mistakes

Why do wonderful people often marry non-wonderful people? Is it a lack of confidence in themselves? 
Or were they fooled by a great “sales job”?

20220511 - 3 Return of the Kneel

Chicago Mayor Lori Lightfoot has issued a “call to arms” over the Supreme Court possibly overturning 
Roe v. Wade.  Lightfoot warned the gay and transgender community that “the Supreme Court is coming 
for us next.”  Bette Midler is encouraging women and girls to take a knee the next time “The Star-
Spangled Banner” is played, because of Roe v. Wade.  Left-wing Hollywood star Rosanna Arquette has 
declared she will take a knee in protest of the national anthem and U.S. flag “for the rest of my life.” 
Oregon has introduced the "Menstrual Dignity Act," signed into law by Democratic Gov. Kate Brown, it 
mandates that all public schools supply menstrual product dispensers in both boys' and girls' restrooms 
regardless of age.

Thursday, May 12, 2022 Radio Show

20220512 - 1 Rich Strike

Rich Strike, a late entry, defied incredibly long odds to win the Kentucky Derby on Saturday at Churchill 
Downs… 80-1 odds to win.  Dennis talks with Bill O’Reilly about his latest book: Killing the Killers - The 
Secret War Against Terrorists.

20220512 – 2 Not Good for Learning

Oregon has introduced the "Menstrual Dignity Act," signed into law by Democratic Gov. Kate Brown, it 
mandates that all public schools supply menstrual product dispensers in both boys' and girls' restrooms 
regardless of age.  NYT’s article: When Covid-19 began to sweep across the country in March 2020, 
schools in every state closed their doors. Remote instruction effectively became a national policy for the 
rest of that spring. Dennis discusses the damage this did to children.  The national average price for 
regular gasoline reached a new record-high on Tuesday, according to AAA. Environmentalists don’t care 
about the high price of gas because they’re all rich.  Finland to apply to NATO 'without delay' as a result 
of the invasion of Ukraine.



20220512 - 3 Mule Train

Dinesh D’Souza joins Dennis to discuss his latest documentary 2000 Mules.  The most compelling 
evidence to date from the 2020 election has emerged, True The Vote exposes suspicious ballot 
harvesting… the results are stunning.  A Minister of Parliment in Finland is facing jail over a social media 
post that included a quotation from the Bible.

Friday, May 13, 2022 Radio Show

20220513 - 1 Green Pork

The San Diego County Board of Supervisors has adopted a new definition of "woman" that will allow 
transgender women to request inclusion as women in jails, homeless shelters, and domestic violence 
shelters.  Within the news story Dennis discovered a priceless sentence: "’Intersectional' shall mean the 
interconnected nature of social categorizations and individual characteristics that overlap as 
interdependent and compounded systems of discrimination.”  The European Union has agreed to give 
$500 million in arms, aid to Ukrainian military as it battles Russia’s invasion.  That is just a fraction of 
what the US House has passed, $40 Billion… a bill Dennis finds hard to believe isn’t rampant with 
environmental pork.  The Washington Post is being mocked for their student op-ed calling to rename 
George Washington University, because the school is 'rooted in systemic racism, institutional inequality 
and white supremacy.'  Maybe they should rename the paper?

20220513 – 2 Happiness Hour: Making It Easy

If you think life is going to be easy, you're going to have a hard time being happy — because life is 
anything but. Is this a big mistake parents are making today — making life too easy for their kids.

20220513 - 3 Open Lines

Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issues raised include: a challenge to you… why can't go swimming in a 
baseball pool; I can't convince my wife that the election was stolen which has caused problems in my 
marriage; I went to George Washington University, and they taught him about the Constitution and 
Federalists; what did your dad do, and did you ever want to work with him; how does I answer my son 
when he asks what is the point of heaven if everything is perfect; I wake up every day and think how can 
I contribute to the world; stop spending in Ukraine, Biden should go to Afghanistan get equipment he 
left behind.

Monday, May 16, 2022 Radio Show

20220516 – 1 Horror in Buffalo

A racist madman murders ten people in Buffalo. Of course, the Pravda media blames the usual suspects: 
Republicans, Fox News and guns. What can we learn from the killer? Nothing… Anywhere the left has 
power they suppress dissent. The latest example: a museum in NYC disinvited Florida governor, Rick 
DeSantis. 



20220516 – 2 The World of Lies

The horror perpetrated in Buffalo this weekend has already been surrounded with lies. It took the left a 
matter of minutes to start blaming “Republicans,” guns and Tucker Carlson for the slaughter… 

20220516 – 3 More Lies

According to Leftist thinking anyone who is not a leftist is a white supremacist… Calvin Klein promotes 
the idea that men can get pregnant… When did leftism start to dominate the culture?

Tuesday, May 17, 2022 Radio Show

20220517 – 1 Politifalse

Politifact is simply a leftist organization whose primary purpose is to smear conservatives. In typical 
leftist fashion, Politifact accuses Dennis of lying, but Politifact is the true falsehood-spreader and Dennis 
proves it…  Wyoming Senator is booed at the U. of Wyoming commencement for saying there are two 
sexes… 

20220517 – 2 Spreading Lies

President Biden speaks in Buffalo. His theme is “white supremacy courses through the body politic.” In 
other words, if you vote Republican, you’re a racist.  Dennis plays clips from the speech and analyzes. 

20220517 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Theology and Behavior

How much does your theology influence your daily behavior? Callers offer their own theories. Can 
people have different theologies and share values?

Wednesday, May 18, 2022 Radio Show

20220518 – 1 Preaching Division

Joe Biden went to Buffalo to divide the country into two parts. You’re either an enlightened Democrat 
who thinks that “white supremacy” is our major problem or a racist Republican… Dennis talks to Kali 
Fontanilla, former school teacher.  She presents the newest PragerU Video: “Why I Stopped Teaching.” 

20220518 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Better Marriage

Dennis talks with Alison Armstrong, renown relationship expert. Does marriage make you better? 

20220518 – 3 Not Racism



Racism is not the biggest problem facing the black community — not even close. This was the conclusion 
of a major conference of black thinkers this past weekend… The Dems have locked in on their election 
strategy (same as the old strategy): if you vote Republican, you vote for racism. 

Thursday, May 19, 2022 Radio Show

20220519 – 1 Body Diversity

Sports Illustrated goes full woke once again with its once fabled swimsuit issue… Chicago police don’t 
pursue a car theft and horror ensues: armed robberies and shootings. Police are not allowed to do their 
job and society pays the price. 

20220519 – 2 Gas Soars

The average consumer is paying almost twice what he paid last year to fill up his gas tank. Is inflation 
just getting started? It’s a scary thought, but it might be reality… Dennis talks to Brandon Tatum, host of 
the Officer Tatum Show on the Salem Radio Network.

20220519 – 3 Conservatism

Dennis talks to Yoram Hazony, chairman of the Edmund Burke Foundation. His new book is 
Conservatism: A Rediscovery… There is something sick in the human who can’t appreciate the good. 

Friday, May 20, 2022 Radio Show

20220520 – 1 The Government We Deserve

Mark Isler guest hosts for Dennis… Are we getting the government the Founders envisioned? Are we 
getting the government we deserve? Mark explores some basic principles to answer these questions… 
Callers react. 

20220520 – 2 No Moral Guardrails

Mark Isler guest hosts for Dennis… The Left has no moral guardrails. They will stop at nothing to get and 
keep power. Mark lists just a few of many examples…

20220520 – 3 Exploiting Weakness

Mark Isler guest hosts for Dennis… The bad actors on the world stage like China, Russia and Iran are 
always looking to exploit weakness. They have seen weakness in our current president… Has there ever 
been worse presidential duo than Biden and Harris?

Monday, May 23, 2022 Radio Show

20220523 – 1 Democrats and Blacks



Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… The Democrats are selling blacks down the proverbial river. 
Promoting abortion as a form of birth control is just one example. In NYC more black babies are aborted 
than born… Can you be a Catholic in good standing and promote abortion?

20220523 – 2 Democrats and Women

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… Why are we allowing men to compete against women? A 
transgender surfer is just the latest example of a man dominating female sports. Why are Democrats 
supporting this insanity?

20220523 – 3 Democrats and Everything Else

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… If Biden wanted the country to fail, what would he do differently? 
Energy, the border, inflation, abortion, wokeness — he’s taken the wrong position on every issue. Then 
again, he’s just taken the hard-left leaning Democratic Party position — same thing. 

Tuesday, May 24, 2022 Radio Show

20220524 – 1 North to Alaska

Dennis gave speeches over the weekend in Alaska. He loved the state and the people… Why does Dennis 
stay in California, a left-dominated state which is so poorly run? The answer is friends… Feeling good 
and hating conservatives, that’s what brings the Left satisfaction… According to FBI data, blacks are 
twice as likely to commit a hate crime as whites…  

20220524 – 2 Presidential Fabricator

During his speech in Buffalo, the President described recent examples of “white supremacists” 
murdering blacks. But the examples he gave had nothing to do with white supremacy. Why didn’t the 
mainstream media call him on these divisive distortions.

20220524 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Religious Fail

Commitment to traditional Jewish and Christian religion has faltered badly in the last half century. 
Where did religious people fail?

Wednesday, May 25, 2022 Radio Show

20220525 – 1 Massacre in Texas

The second slaughter of innocents in two weeks. This one was in south Texas. The shooter like the 
Buffalo shooter was a teenager. The Dems immediately scream “gun control.” And then, somehow, 
blame conservatives as if everyone who believes in the second amendment pulled the trigger. 

20220525 – 2 Massacre in Texas, Part 2



Did the lockdowns — no school, very little socialization — have any mental impact on the Texas killer? Is 
this a fair question to ask? Where is his father? Where is his mother? We only know he shot his 
grandmother… Doesn’t it make sense to arm as many adults as possible at schools? Would it help to 
deter killers if they knew that schools are protected with armed adults?

20220525 – 3 Values Not Guns

The passion about guns is not about guns, per se. It’s about who should be able to own guns. The Left 
believes that only the state should have guns. The Right believes that individuals should be able to own 
them… Dennis talks to Ami Horowitz, video journalist. The subject of his current video is the Supreme 
Court. Should it be abolished?

Thursday, May 26, 2022 Radio Show

20220526 – 1 Too Painful

To lose a child at any age is the nightmare of any parent, but to lose your child at 9 or 10? It's too painful 
to contemplate… College enrollment is down. That’s good news... The airlines are not requiring a college 
degree to become a pilot…

20220526 – 2 Real Men

Dennis talks to Anthony Esolen, professor of English at Magdalen College in Warner, New Hampshire. 
His new book is No Apologies: Why Civilization Depends on the Strength of Men.

20220526 – 3 Fossil Future

Dennis talks to Alex Epstein, energy expert and founder of the Center for Industrial Progress, which 
offers a positive, pro-human alternative to the green movement. His new book is Fossil Future: Why 
Global Human Flourishing Requires More Oil, Coal, and Natural Gas--Not Less.

Friday, May 27, 2022 Radio Show

20220527 – 1 What Happened at Uvalde?

What did the police do or not do at the Uvalde school? The story keeps changing and not for the better… 
Is our central problem a moral, social breakdown or accessibility to guns?... The Black Student Union at 
U. of WA demands the removal of the statue of George Washington. He was a slave owner. Apparently, 
that’s all you need to know about him. 

20220527 – 2 Happiness Hour: Getting Excited

What gets you excited? How do you find the extraordinary in the ordinary? This is a key to happiness. 

20220527 – 3 Open Lines



Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issues raised include: what is the best way for parents to announce 
they are getting a divorce; why did God throw the Canaanites out of the Promised Land; is clarity a 
source of happiness. A Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast on May 21, 2021.

Monday, May 30, 2022 Radio Show

20220530 – 1 Coming Apart                                                               

Dennis talks to Charles Murray, senior fellow at the American Enterprise Institute. His new book Coming 
Apart: The State of White America, 1960-2010 is now out in paperback. A Best of Prager Hour. Originally 
broadcast February 26, 2013.  

20220530 – 2 Things that Matter

Dennis talks to Dr. Charles Krauthammer about his new book, Things That Matter: Three Decades of 
Passions, Pastimes and Politics. A Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast October 29, 2013.

20220530 – 3 Devil’s Palace                                                               

Dennis talks to Michael Walsh, former associate editor of Time magazine, award-winning novelist and 
screenwriter. His new book is The Devil's Pleasure Palace: The Cult of Critical Theory and the Subversion 
of the West. A Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast August 20, 2015.

Tuesday, May 31, 2022 Radio Show

20220531 – 1 Nice People Electing Bad People

Dennis was in Boston over the weekend. He found the people there very friendly. How is it that such 
nice people can elect such bad people to govern them? This remains one of the great puzzles. Niceness 
works in the micro. It doesn’t work in the macro. 

20220531 – 2 War on the West

Dennis talks to Douglas Murray, associate editor of The Spectator. His new book is The War on the West. 
A Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast April 27, 2022

20220531 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Faith and Tragedy                    

Have you lost your faith because of tragedy? Dennis explores this painful subject. Callers have moving 
stories. A Best of Prager Hour. Originally broadcast March 4, 2021.

JUNE:
Wednesday, June 1, 2022 Radio Show

20220601 – 1 Anger at Reality



Leftism is angry at reality. They strive to live in a controlled fantasy world. That means they have to 
control the narrative. But reality always intrudes… The gun issue is ultimately a control issue… A woman 
in W Virginia saves untold lives when she shoots a man who had opened fire on a graduation party.  Of 
course, the story is not widely reported. It doesn’t fit the narrative. 

20220601 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Raising Sons

We clearly have a masculinity crisis. Are we raising our sons to be men? What’s the best and proper way 
to do that? Dennis has theories. So do callers. 

20220601 – 3 Race to the Bottom

Columnists at the major newspapers compete with each other as to which  one can say the most foolish 
things each week. This week’s winner is LZ Granderson at the LA Times, a man who despises the country 
that has showered him with advantages… Good intentions are worthless… Where do people get 
wisdom? From experience yes, but also from traditions that have proven themselves over time. 

Thursday, June 2, 2022 Radio Show

20220602 – 1 Studies Show

And “Experts Say.” Or “Follow the Science.” Democrats hear these terms and stop thinking. It’s no 
longer necessary… 17 liberal/leftist Nobel Winners in Economics told us not to worry about inflation.

20220602 – 2 The Bodies of Others

Dennis talks to Naomi Wolf, noted feminist and best-selling author. Her new book is The Bodies of 
Others: The New Authoritarians, Covid-19 and the War Against the Human. Her website is DailyClout.io.

20220602 – 3 Mask Madness

Callers react to Dennis’s interview with Naomi Wolf. They have their own stories of mask and vaccine 
madness… If liberals vote for leftist politicians, aren’t they really leftists? Dennis draws an important 
distinction. 

Friday, June 3, 2022 Radio Show

20220603 – 1 Lifer Murders Five

In Texas a convicted murderer who had been sentenced to life imprisonment escapes and murders a 
family of five. Had he been murdered executed, these innocent people would be alive… FDA will not let 
American doctors prescribe any well-established, generic drug that may curb Covid. It’s the vaccine, a 
new, expensive therapeutic or nothing. 

20220603 – 2 Happiness Hour: Getting Excited, Part 2

http://DailyClout.io


What prevents you from enjoying daily life? How do you merge the quotidian and happiness? These are 
challenging and critical questions.

20220603 – 3 Open Lines

Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issues raised include: what camp did you go in the Poconos; co-worker 
died last night, what can I say if I did not like the guy; I just found out my husband of five years cheated 
on me and they have a baby, how can I trust again; I am  getting married and would like some advice; 
what would it take for you to conduct our orchestra; is hell eternal?

Monday, June 6, 2022 Radio Show

20220606 – 1 What’s Changed?

We have always had a lot of guns. Until recently crime was down. Shootings were down. Now they’re 
up. Could social breakdown (software) be more important than hardware (guns)?... The Washington 
Post publishes an expose of “White Christian Nationalism.” The writers say these Christians worship 
violence. The writers’ explanation? Christians favor the death penalty… Why do prominent leftists like 
Hollywood stars travel with armed guards?

20220606 – 2 Transgender Cheerleaders

The Carolina Panthers will have a transgender cheerleader. No doubt fans have been demanding it… 
Pizza Hut joins the Corporate Woke. Time to help them go corporate broke… Dennis talks to Melissa 
Lantsman, Conservative Member of Parliament in Canada. She’s been fighting Justin Trudeau’s Covid 
diktats and supported the Canadian trucker protests.

20220606 – 3 Cardiac Arrest

A new study from Israel sees a rise in heart problems in young people who have been vaccinated… Bees 
are now fish, according to a California court. Hey, if men can give birth… Are you a Bumblephobe?... In 
WA police won’t pursue offenders in a car chase. Not surprisingly, bad actors are not stopping when 
cops want to pull them over. 

Tuesday, June 7, 2022 Radio Show

20220607 – 1 Paying Attention

A California teen who rammed car into mother and infant child was on probation at time of 
incident.  The Los Angeles County District Attorney's office declined to charge the teenager with assault 
with a deadly weapon or attempted murder, in accordance with Gascon's policies.  Victor Davis 
Hanson’s latest column is The Sovietization of American Life: Behind all our disasters there looms an 
ideology, a creed that ignores cause and effect in the real world—without a shred of concern for the 
damage done to those outside the nomenklatura.



20220607 – 2 Supreme Disorder

Dennis is joined by Ilya Shapiro, who was at the center of a prolonged debate over cancel culture and 
campus intolerance and resigned from his Georgetown Law Center position Monday shortly after being 
reinstated from a lengthy leave.  "Georgetown is not a place that values intellectual diversity, freedom 
of speech, tolerance, respect, good faith," Ilya’s updated book is Supreme Disorder: Judicial Nominations 
and the Politics of America's Highest Court.

20220607 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Why Believe that People Are Innately Good?

No issue has a greater influence on determining your social and political views than whether you view 
human nature as innately good or not.  Why do people believe that people are innately good? This 
notion is simply not true. Human nature is not innately good. It is not, though, innately bad. People are 
born more or less neutral. And it is incumbent upon parents, teachers, and yes, society, to turn children 
into good adults. It doesn't happen on its own.

Wednesday, June 8, 2022 Radio Show

20220608 – 1 Last Best Hope

The US is, once again, alone in the fight against the Left. When Dennis says the US, he means US 
conservatives. Slowly, liberals might be coming on board…  Woke SF DA recalled. Tells you how bad it 
must be in San Francisco for this to happen… Dennis talks to Robert Spencer, Direct of Jihad Watch and 
a Shillman scholar at the David Horowitz Freedom Center. His new book is The Critical Qur'an: Explained 
from Key Islamic Commentaries and Contemporary Historical Research.

20220608 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Raising Daughters

Men are taught to control to their nature, but women are not taught to control their nature. If you could 
do it over again, would you have raised your daughters differently. Callers have stories.

20220608 – 3 Pride

Dennis questions whether having pride in one’s sexuality is a proper thing to feel… he takes no pride in 
being male.  Five Tampa Bay Rays players declined to wear LGBTQ Pride-themed jerseys over the 
weekend.  The players opted out of wearing the rainbow-accented uniforms citing religious beliefs.  

Thursday, June 9, 2022 Radio Show

20220609 – 1 Different Worlds

Left and Right live in different worlds. Here’s a new example. The most common question Ezra Klein, 
NYT left-leaning columnist, says he gets at speeches and on his podcast is “should I have children in a 
world that’s burning up from global warming?” This is only a question for those on the Left. 



20220609 – 2 People Are Basically Good?

Last night Dennis debated the question, are people basically good? Now he asks a different question. 
Why do so many people believe that people are basically good? Dennis has theories. So do callers.

20220609 – 3 The 56

Dennis talks to Douglas MacKinnon, former speechwriter for Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H.W. 
Bush. His new book is The 56: Liberty Lessons From Those Who Risked All to Sign The Declaration of 
Independence… Parents will do anything to keep the love of their children, including compromising their 
values. 

Friday, June 10, 2022 Radio Show

20220610 – 1 Show Trial

The January 6 Congressional show trial aired last night. That there is not one true Republican on the 
committee should immediately discredit the entire proceeding... One more time: truth is not a leftwing 
value… Inflation is at 40 year high. It’s a punishing tax on the poor and the middle class. And the 
Democrats are responsible for it. 

20220610 – 2 Happiness Hour: Pursuing Happiness

Can you actually pursue happiness? Many say no. But Dennis says yes. Pursuing happiness should not be 
confused with doing what you want. 

20220610 – 3 Open Lines

Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issues raised include: you were wrong about the Bill in Washington on 
transgender kids; graduated Cal State and a professor played Prager U videos: coming to terms with how 
the unvaccinated have been treated; when you travel to do you book your hotels or did you just wing it; 
what are the best Prager U videos to start my 15 year old daughter on?

Monday, June 13, 2022 Radio Show

20220613 – 1 The Paved Road

The road to hell is paved with good intentions. Today you’re a good person if you think you’re a good 
person. It’s that easy. Good intentions are a short cut to virtue… The Washington football team fines its 
coach $100K for calling Jan 6 committee a sham… NYC has a full program of drag queen shows for its 
grammar schools… 

20220613 – 2 No Joke



You can’t make a joke about a woman without putting your career in jeopardy. The latest example 
happened recently at the Washington Post. Ultimately, the Post staffer who started the controversy 
ended up getting fired, not the reporter who retweeted a joke. Of course, the reporter abjectly 
apologized (for doing nothing) first… Feminism has made women weaker, not stronger. 

20220613 – 3 Miseducation

Dennis talks to Pete Hegseth, co-host of FOX & Friends Weekend – America’s #1 cable morning show. 
His new book is Battle for the American Mind: Uprooting a Century of Miseducation.

Tuesday, June 14, 2022 Radio Show

20220614 – 1 Dress Code

In a school in the UK, girls can no longer wear a dress. In attempt to achieve “gender neutrality” all 
students must wear pants. The goal is to erase all sex differences. Better to make everyone the same… 
Why are we even thinking about giving Covid vaccine shots to small children? They are at very low risk. 

20220614 – 2 Rise in Transgenderism

For the first time in recorded history, we’re seeing a sudden rise of transgenderism. Why? Could it be 
that we’re flooding kids with transgender messages? “If you have problem, junior, you might be the 
other sex.” Why are we conducting these kinds of psychological experiments on our children? 

20220614 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Shopping for Religion  

Where do you go when you're looking for a religion? Dennis has thoughts. So do callers. A Best of Prager 
Hour. Originally broadcast on January 12, 2016.

Wednesday, June 15, 2022 Radio Show

20220615 – 1 Bringing Pain

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… The Democrats want you inside the Democratic Plantation. But 
that’s not a place anybody should want to be. Voters are beginning to recognize this. Last night’s 
primaries were a good indication of this. 

20220615 – 2 Running RINOs

Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… The cause of conservatism is not being helped by Republicans who 
might as well be allies of the Democrats. We see this manifest in a group of Republican senators 
supporting “gun control.” It’s not “gun control,” it’s just control. 

20220615 – 3 Brag on Dad



Carl Jackson guest hosts for Dennis… Carl contemplates Father’s Day. More than ever we need fathers. 
We must honor our dads. They have a tough job… Carl talks about his relationship with his dad. Callers 
have their own stories. 

Thursday, June 16, 2022 Radio Show

20220616 – 1 Tim Poole

Dennis was on Tim Poole’s popular podcast yesterday afternoon. Many of Tim’s audience were 
surprised how reasonable Dennis sounded. They assumed he was a right-wing bigot… A pro-abortion 
group makes serious threats against pro-life clinics… Republicans won a big election is South Texas. Are 
Hispanics moving right?

20220616 – 2 Vax the Babies

The FDA wants you vax your babies even though the risks outweigh the benefits. What are we doing to 
our kids?... And why?

20220616 – 3 Another Left Right Divide

Why has been the left been so pro-vax, even for toddlers? Why has the right been much more cautious 
about the vax and against all mandates?... 

Friday, June 17, 2022 Radio Show

20220617 – 1 Toxic Masculinity

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… Bob talks masculinity on the eve of Father’s Day... Fewer responsible 
fathers leads to more social pathology. The Left wants to substitute the government for fathers, but that 
won’t work. We have half a century of history to prove it. You can’t have a thriving society without 
thriving families. 

20220617 – 2 Moms and Dads

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis… Both parents play a crucial role in raising kids, each in their own way. 
Dad is often the butt of jokes. That’s fine — there’s plenty of room for goofy dad humor — but it should 
never get to the point where family members lose respect for the head of the household.  

20220617 – 3 Making Boys into Men

Bob Frantz guest hosts for Dennis... Boys need fathers. And men need to be responsible fathers. There’s 
no important social role they can play… Women can do a lot, but they can’t fulfill the father 
role…  Callers have their “my dad” stories. 

Monday, June 20, 2022 Radio Show



20220620 – 1 Delayed

There were massive travel delays this weekend. Round up the usual excuses — weather, not enough 
staff, not enough pilots. But they aren’t satisfying. This is another consequence of the destructive 
lockdown and foolish mandates… 

20220620 – 2 Always Wrong

One of Dennis’s axioms is “Germany is always wrong.” Angela Merkel made one disastrous decision 
after another. She let in a million immigrants from N. Africa; she killed nuclear power; and she trusted 
Russia for Germany’s energy needs… The US is headed toward a Chinese social credit system. How do 
we stop it?

20220620 – 3 Back to Harvard

Pete Hegseth, co-host of Fox and Friends Weekend, is returning his diploma to Harvard. He’s fed up with 
Harvard’s ultra-woke policies that are poisoning young minds… Dennis talks to Matt Walsh, host of the 
Matt Walsh podcast on The Daily Wire. His new book is What Is a Woman?: One Man's Journey to 
Answer the Question of a Generation which is based on his new, wildly successful documentary 
(directed by Justin Folk) What Is a Woman?

Tuesday, June 21, 2022 Radio Show

20220621 – 1 Resentment

Resentment is an extremely powerful emotion. It prevents people from thinking clearly… Dennis talks to 
Brandon Tatum, former police officer and now Salem Radio talk show host. The subject is what the cops 
did or didn’t do in Uvalde. 

20220621 – 2 Not Green

We have spent billions to promote green energy. It has gotten us almost nowhere environmentally-
speaking. We are still dependent on fossil fuel… Once beautiful downtown Portland is turning into a 
hellhole. Is it a coincidence that almost all drug use in the city is now legal?... The International 
swimming organization is banning transgender swimmers from competing against women. 

20220621 – 3 Ultimate Issues Hour: Resentment

The 10th of the Ten Commandments deals with the issue of resentment.  What is resentment? And why 
is it so destructive? Dennis dives deeply into these critical questions. 

Wednesday, June 22, 2022 Radio Show

20220622 – 1 Tot Shots



Parents rush to vax their tots. But there’s almost risk to kids. So why do we give them the shot?... There 
is strong anecdotal evidence that young teens, especially girls, who have been indoctrinated to believe 
that to be white is to be, looks to transgenderism as an outlet for their white guilt. 

20220622 – 2 Male/Female Hour: Who’s Better

Which sex is superior? Dennis has thoughts. So do callers. 

20220622 – 3 No Free Lunch

Dennis talks to Johan Norberg, Swedish economist and senior fellow at the Cato Institute. He presents 
the newest PragerU video, “Milton Friedman: No Free Lunch.”

Thursday, June 23, 2022 Radio Show

20220623 – 1 More Bans

The Administration is driving the vaping company Juul out of business because the Administration hates 
vaping. They claim the company is responsible for the teen “vaping crisis.” What crisis?... In the name of 
health, you can do anything you want… Dennis talks to Natalie Rosemond, Bristol Hospice Bereavement 
Coordinator. Hospice workers do heroic, holy work. 

20220623 – 2 Ban E-Cigs, Weed Fine

We’re going to ban e-cigarettes which don’t pose a health hazard, but we’re going to promote 
marijuana which does pose a health hazard? This is sick… Dennis gave a speech to high school students 
yesterday. Their questions (more like statements) made it clear to him that Leftist indoctrination is alive 
and well… Dennis talks to Elaine Parker, Chief Communications Officer for Job Creators Network. 

20220623 – 3 In Like Flynn

Dennis talks to Robert Florczak, artist and leading authoring on the great Hollywood star, Errol Flynn. His 
new book is Errol Flynn: The Illustrated Life Chronology.

Friday, June 24, 2022 Radio Show

20220624 – 1 No Roe 

The long anticipated Supreme Court decision on Roe v. Wade finally came down. The court reversed the 
1973 decision by a 6-3 majority. Dennis analyzes both sides of the issue — pro-choice and pro-life.

20220624 – 2 Happiness Hour: Keeping the Peace

How do you maintain a happy family and friendships when you differ on moral, social and political 
issues? This is not an easy question to answer. Dennis tries with help from callers. 



20220624 – 3 Open Lines

Per usual, callers set the agenda. Issues raised include: When do you think the soul enters a baby; Do 
you enjoy making up arguments about what other people say regarding abortion; He is a convicted felon 
and loves the Supreme Courts Choice; His wife left him because of the CRT nonsense; Thought of Allen 
interviewing author of book about Errol Flynn.

Monday, June 27, 2022 Radio Show

20220627 – 1 Withholding

Should women withhold sex from men until Roe v Wade is restored? That’s the newest fad rant from 
the feminist Left. Have men ever made such a threat?... Dennis talks to Jeffrey Barke, doctor of internal 
medicine, practicing in Orange County, CA. He has been an outspoken critic of vaccine mandates. Topic 
today:  Covid vaccine for little kids.

20220627 – 2 Taking a Mile

The Left is never satisfied with a “compromise.” They always want more. As pointed out in a very 
perceptive short Tik Tok video, we went from safe, legal and rare to allowing an abortion til the moment 
of birth… According to the Left, you have to be a Christian to have a moral problem with abortion. What 
a compliment to Christians.

20220627 – 3 CRT Meets ROGD

Dennis talks to Leor Sapir, fellow at the Manhattan Institute. The topic is the connection between 
Critical Race Theory and the rise of gender dysphoria… 

Tuesday, June 28, 2022 Radio Show

20220628 – 1 Constitutionally Illiterate

Mark Davis guest hosts for Dennis… We have a big problem. Our population does not know the 
Constitution. If it did, half the country wouldn’t be so hysterical about the overturn of Roe v Wade… 50 
migrants suffocated to death making an illegal crossing into the US. A porous border costs lives. A strong 
border saves lives. 

20220628 – 2 Doubts 

Mark Davis guest hosts for Dennis… Is Donald Trump the winning candidate for 2024? Has January 6 
Commission managed to damage him? Is it time to find a new, less tarnished nominee? Mark is just 
asking…There is a list of things we can do something about (the upcoming election). And there is list of 
things we can do nothing about (the last election). Let’s concentrate on the former. 

20220628 – 3 Civics



Mark Davis guest hosts for Dennis… Do kids learn basic civics now? And if it is taught, how is it taught? 
Today, unfortunately, it is as likely to be taught from a CRT point of view as it is from a fair, patriotic 
point of view… Does the Constitution mean anything to the Left? Would they just as soon rewrite it?

Wednesday, June 29, 2022 Radio Show

20220629 - 1 Nashville

Many years ago a trip to Nashville awakened Dennis to a new idea: there is life outside of New York 
City…  Do you think biological men should be able to compete against women? If you do, your moral 
compass is out of whack… Why are so many affluent teenage girls falling into the transgender cult?

20220629 - 2 Male/Female Hour: Ultimatum

Did you give your spouse or did your spouse give you an ultimatum — we get married soon or we're 
done? Callers have stories.

20220629 - 3 Standing Up

George Washington University refuses to bow to students who want to cancel Justice Clarence Thomas… 
The moment you take government money, you are doomed as an independent institution.

Thursday, June 30, 2022 Radio Show 

20220630 - 1 EPA Slap Down

The Supreme Court has ruled that the EPA no longer dictate environmental policy, something they have 
been doing for decades… Dennis headlined a Daily Wire event last night with Jordan Peterson, Candace 
Owens and Ben Shapiro… Dennis talks to Jack Hibbs, pastor at the Calvary Church of Chino Hills, CA. His 
new book is Countdown: All Eyes on God's Ultimate Endgame. 

20220630 - 2 Twitter Twaddle

Elon Musk hasn’t taken over Twitter… yet. The social media platform goes after Jordan Peterson… Why 
is any part of the medical community supporting gender therapy for children and teens — hormones 
and even surgery. This is madness… Dennis talks to Jonathan Isaac, a professional NBA basketball player 
for the Orlando Magic. His new book is Why I Stand. 

20220630 - 3  Disgrace

PCUSA has disgraced itself again. Somehow to these morally-challenged Presbyterians, Israel is the 
world’s biggest villain… Dennis talks to Karol Markowicz, columnist for the NY Post. She presents this 
week's Prager U video: The Sexualization of Children 




